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; Pricewatch | 10 May 2021 | Gas
Matters Today
The European carbon price hit a record high on Friday, with the price looking set to hit a fresh high on
Monday amid strengthening commodity prices and growing investor interest.

The carbon price rally shows no sign of slowing, with the June-dated contract settling at a record high of
EUR 50.33/tonne on Friday. The benchmark December 2021 contract closed at EUR 50.45/tonne on
Friday, with the EUA price having increased by almost EUR 20/tonne since the start of the year.

The European carbon price looks set to hit a fresh high on Monday amid strengthening gas, coal and
power prices. The recent rally has also been aided by growing investor interest and supporting policy
signals, with the EU having recently set tougher climate targets.

Prices were supported on Friday after the European Union’s head of climate change policy, Frans
Timmermans, said that the European Commission has no plans to intervene in the EU ETS amid the bull
run.

“It’s a market and we should be very, very careful not to intervene because that would create a non-
market-based price, and that would absolutely undermine the credibility of the emissions trading system,”
Timmermans said during a webinar hosted by the European University Institute on Friday.

“It’s a market, so who am I to say what’s too high or too low? It’s a market mechanism, but if we want to
achieve our goals, I think the price should be much higher than it is even at 50 euros. But that’s up to the
market,” Timmermans added.

Whilst European carbon strengthened, European gas prices stumbled on Friday after reaching a four-
month high the day before.  

The front-month NBP contract fell by 0.8% to settle at USD 8.57/MMBtu, with the month-ahead TTF
contract down 0.7% to close at 8.53/MMBtu.

The losses were attributed to profit taking and forecasts for milder weather. Prices were however rallying
on Monday morning with support offered by the continent’s depleted gas storage facilities.

Unseasonably cold weather in recent weeks has many storage sites in Europe remain in net withdrawal
mode in what should now be injection season.

Asia LNG marker JKM continues to mirror the movements of the European gas markers, with the front-
month JKM contract recording a minor loss on Friday, closing 0.2% lower to settle at USD 9.05/MMBtu.

In the US, gas benchmark Henry Hub stopped the rot after rallying by 1% on Friday, with the front-month
contract remaining in the USD 2.9/MMBtu range.

Strong carbon and gas has also helped lift the price of coal in Europe, with the AP12 price hitting its
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highest level since January 2019 on Friday. The front-month AP12 contract settled at the equivalent of
USD 3.30/MMBtu.

Crude prices staged a minor recovery on Friday amid bullish demand side news in several major
economies, however spiralling Covid-19 cases in India kept a cap on gains.

The lifting of restrictions on movement in the US and in many European nations, coupled with
accelerating Covid-19 vaccination rates provided support to crude prices, which rallied by 0.3% on Friday.

The front-month Brent contract remained in the USD 68/barrel range, with WTI firmly in the USD
64/barrel range.

Front-month futures and indexes at last close with day-on-day changes (click to enlarge):
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[1]

Time references based on London GMT. Brent, WTI, NBP, TTF and EU CO2 data from ICE. Henry Hub, 
JKM and API2 data from CME. Prices in USD/MMBtu based on exchange rates at last market close. All 
monetary values rounded to nearest whole cent/penny. Text and graphic copyright © Gas Strategies, all 
rights.
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